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About This Content

Save 75% and jump in to the battle in style with the Ultimate Skins Pack. Own fourteen of the most desired and unique skins
plus twelve ships, each boasting a 20% boost to credit earnings in battle - and a 360 day timed booster to push your credit

earnings even higher.

Pack Contains:
Brawler – Taurus Ultimate Skin
Destroyer – Ares Ultimate Skin

Displacer – Typhoon Ultimate Skin
Enforcer – Hellhound Ultimate Skin
Enforcer - Cerberus Ultimate Skin

Hunter – Orion Ultimate Skin
Interceptor – Icarus Ultimate Skin
Protector – Athena Ultimate Skin

Reaper – Azrael Ultimate Skin
Watchman - Poseidon Ultimate Skin

Raider - Akula Ultimate Skin
Colossus - Charon Ultimate Skin

Gladiator - Calypso Ultimate Skin
Gladiator - Mimas Ultimate Skin

All nine ships
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360 day timed credit booster

You will not be reimbursed for any ships you currently own.
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Title: Fractured Space - Ultimate Skins Pack
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Edge Case Games Ltd.
Release Date: 3 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: 64bit Windows 7 SP1 / Windows 8 / Windows 8.1 / Windows 10

Processor: 2.3+ GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DX11 with Feature Level 11, SM5

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 16 GB available space

Additional Notes: Make sure your drivers and Windows are updated. Supported chipsets: NVIDIA 470 GTX, AMD HD6850,
Intel HD4600 or greater. Laptop versions of these chipsets may not be supported. Updates to your video and sound card drivers
may be required. We'll be constantly updating the game to lower the required specs, so bear with us if your machine is
struggling.
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The hero characters are too powerful, the battles are too quick, armies retreat 3 minutes into a fight.. Staggeringly good game.
The depth is kind of shocking, I loved the first game and they appear to be doing that rarest of things in the game industry;
keeping *everything* good about the first game and very carefully layering onto that. If you enjoyed the first game at all this
one is going to make you a very happy camper.

If you have any affinity for tower defense at all this game is a must.

if you enjoyed Dungeon Keeper back in the day this will scratch that itch a bit, in a different kind of way, but still seems to
trigger some of that pleasure.

Add on a good dose of incredibly active developers who actually *care*? This game has all the ingredients of being one of the
true greats of computer games.

As to the game itself, it plays like any good tower defense except with a *lot* more puzzle/strategy involved. It can be a bit
action-oriented if you want it to be, or more strategic. Some maps trend one way or the other, but ultimately as you work
through leveling up, gearing up, and skilling up, sort of in your own way.

This game will very soon be one of my hundreds of hours played games, one of the very very few. My wife is going to be
annoyed I expect.. Online-only game with a dead community. Compelling premise. Wish I could play.. This is the DOS version
of this game, I have an updated Windows ( exactly the same as the DOS game) version that still runs on an old laptop of mine, I
thought I was in luck to get a version on Steam......so I was very disappointed when I started this up and it's an old grainy DOS
game while there is a Windows out there :-(. I really tried to give this game a chance, the controls are clunky as all hell, the
graphics range from passable to garbage, the gameplay is clunky and it's near impossible to take down enemies with all the jank.
The enemies run strait towards you in an awkward fassion, all the technical issues make the game near impossible even on the
easy setting. If you want a good game like this check out Hypercharge Unboxed or The Mean Greens, both of those games are
around the same price as this and are Infinitely better. The Mean Greens is multiplayer combat, Hypercharge Unboxed is wave
based co-op\/singleplayer. I wanted to like this game but it's just too flawed and there are better free game out there than this, If
you want a free game similar and better than this google World Of Padman. It's a free, open source, bot supported multiplayer
game. All of the games I listed have you play as a toy like this game.. Just used the map editor to make a small gauntlet of
nebulae, pirates, and lag. 10\/10.. I praise this game for what it is given current circumstances. I just hope that the followings
would be addressed:
- readability of texts, better word-wrapping
- application of better translation...I know you guys have it somewhere!

. This game is a charming little smash-em-up wherein you play a demon obsessed with smashing glassware and statuary, to the
consternation of security guards, automated drones, and the vengeful spirit of glass. It's a fun play as is -- smashing stuff is very
satisfying -- but personally, I think the game could use a lot more balance changes before I'd be willing to commit to it again.

For one, health is a very limited resource in the game. You start with three hearts, and your only method of refilling them is
either taking a one-time Full Health upgrade when leveling up (potentially skipping a more useful upgrade for your long-term
survivability), taking the Cannibalize upgrade when leveling up (which lets you kill enemies for health, though this is balanced
to take many enemies' lives before you regain a single heart, and the amount of enemies you need to kill only increases per heart
regained), taking a new heart container upgrade (which doesn't actually refill any missing hearts, just gives you 1-2 new full
ones), and a one-time upgrade which resurrects you upon death.

Frankly, there needs to be more methods to refill health, or the game will only appeal in the long run to the hardcore "Gimme
more challenges!" crowd. I'd suggest having health pickups sometimes drop in levels (either from enemies or smashed objects);
maybe automatically top off your health on a level-up; maybe change the balance on Cannibalize so that it's not almost
completely useless.

Another source of frustration: as the game progresses, it gradually turns into a bullet-hell game, and mobility options are limited.
Movement is fairly slow, and there are only two upgrades which help: an upgrade which gives a 12% boost to movement speed,
and a berserk-mode upgrade, which grants you temporary increased speed, damage, and invulnerability at the cost of getting hit.
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(See my previous remarks about health; in the long run, berserk is a losing prospect). I'd like to see more movement speed
upgrades, as well as some jump-themed ones -- higher jump height, additional air jumps, maybe an air dash or something, I
dunno.

I also saw another reviewer mention that enemy shots needed sound, and to that I'd like to add that their warm-up should have
sounds too, when a guard is aiming or when a drone is charging.

Last, I would like to see some kind of freeplay mode put in, for those who just want a stress-free smashing experience. I'd
definitely find such a mode super relaxing, and if it was in the game I'd have a million hours in it by now.

All in all, I recommed the game. It's fun as it is, but there's definitely room for improvement.
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Cool game with nice features

Recruiting citizens is mega fun

And this president is better than Trump, lol. In one word? Amazing! It has it all - Great puzzles, descent horror \ creepy
atmosphere and the best ingenious unique locomotion system I have ever seen in VR (more devs should do this!). It’s just great,
and it's a free demo, I'm eagerly waiting for the full game, highly recommended!. I... Love... This... Game!

This is so cool. It's a wonderful combination of a RPG and a Visual Novel, that has you play a female role and save her home. I
have yet to finish it, which demonstrates the complexity of the plot and how long it is. As I've mentioned in a previous review, I
love RPGs that get me hooked on the story and VNs with more than one ending. This game has BOTH. Not only does it have
both, it has side quests left, right and centre. Not only that, it has tons of achievements, some to do with the story, some not and
an achievement for finding all of the endings.

My only gripe with this game, is the grinding. Which is what's currently holding me up in the game play.. This game made me
question the existence of steam's quality control department.. great skins!

but....

play with each one of them just when finished the game is really, really really stupid, insanely stupid.. Beautiful experience, we
need more of this vr experience, very beautiful and haunting
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